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Background Birth-size is a problematic proxy for the fetal environment, and
regression models testing for associations between birth-size and
blood pressure have been criticized.
Methods We modelled fetal environment as a latent variable determined by
maternal height and arm fat area (AFA) during pregnancy using
structural equation modelling. We tested for associations between
latent fetal environment (LFE) and systolic blood pressure (SBP)
while controlling for birth weight (BW) and current weight (CW).
Data are from 1435 male and 1218 female young adult Filipinos
(2005; mean age 21 years) enrolled in the Cebu Longitudinal Heath
and Nutrition Survey, an ongoing, community-based study of a
one-year birth cohort. Using AMOS 6.0, LFE was modelled
as a determinant of BW, CW and SBP; CW was modelled as a
determinant of SBP.
Results Overall model fit was excellent (2: 32.14, 27 df, P¼ 0.23). The
estimated direct relationship between LFE and SBP was inverse for
both males (0.43 0.26 0.10) and females (0.29 0.18 0.07).
Conclusions These results are consistent with the hypothesis that maternal
height and AFA impact fetal development in a manner that is
positively associated with fetal growth (as reflected by BW) and
inversely associated with SBP in young adulthood.
Keywords Blood pressure, birth weight, structural equation model, develop-
mental origins
Evidence suggests that birth-size is inversely related
to systolic blood pressure (SBP) in adulthood.1–3 This
research is often interpreted as an effect of poor fetal
environment on cardiovascular and/or kidney disease
risk under the Developmental Origins of Health and
Disease (DOHaD) paradigm. While plausible biological
mechanisms explain how fetal environment could
affect later SBP,2,4 and experimental animal evidence
is strongly supportive of the hypothesis,2,4 the human
epidemiological evidence is criticized.
One critique is of birth-size as an indicator of fetal
environment. Misclassification occurs since despite an
optimal fetal environment, a newborn may still be
small because of a lower innate growth potential;
conversely, a larger baby could have suffered from
fetal malnutrition that prevented it from reaching its
full growth potential. Fetal environment may also
affect organ size5 or other aspects of development that
lead to later disease without influencing birth-size.6
Because birth-size reflects multiple determinants, only
some of which reflect aspects of fetal environment
hypothesized to affect SBP,7 it does not represent a
target for public health intervention in this context.
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There is also debate regarding the appropriateness
of adjusting for current-size in regressions of SBP
on birth-size.8–11 Researchers typically find a null
association between birth-size and SBP that ‘shifts’
inversely away from the null after current-size is
controlled.1–3 There are at least three possible reasons
for this shift:
(1) Current-size suppresses12 the relationship
between birth-size and SBP. While we hypothe-
size that small babies will have higher adult SBP
(an inverse relationship), we also expect small
babies to become small adults, who will have
lower SBP (a direct relationship). Thus control-
ling this direct relationship could be revealing a
true inverse relationship between birth-size and
SBP, which is reflected by the birth-size coeffi-
cient’s shift from the null.
(2) With current-size in the regression, the birth-size
coefficient can also be interpreted as an effect
of growth, because decreasing birth-size by one
unit, holding current-size constant, must result in
a one unit increase in growth from birth to the
current period.9,13 This change in interpretation
could explain the shift in the birth-size coeffi-
cient, since growth is also a hypothesized deter-
minant of SBP.1,9,14,15
(3) Body composition, which affects SBP, may also be
influenced by fetal environment.16–20 If body
composition, reflected by current-size, is a media-
tor of the relationship between birth-size and SBP,
and shares unmeasured determinants with SBP,
controlling for it can create confounding of the
birth-size–SBP relationship by these unmeasured
variables within strata of current-size.21,22 This bias
could then potentially explain the shift in the birth-
size coefficient when current-size is controlled for.
Thus we must control current-size to account for
possible suppression, but doing so has critical conse-
quences for parameter interpretation and could
introduce bias.23
Our goal was to improve on previous analyses by
testing a series of structural equation models (SEMs)
to explain how life-course influences on fetal envi-
ronment [maternal height and arm fat area (AFA)]
may affect offspring birth-weight (BW), current-
weight (CW) and SBP in a birth cohort of young
adult Filipinos. Through SEM, investigators can
impose a hypothesized causal structure upon a set
of measured variables in an attempt to explain their
observed variances and covariances. This structure can
include a variety of features not possible with regres-
sion methods, including latent variables and multiple
linear equations.24 The SEMs we tested are based on
the hypothesis that an underlying latent variable,
which we have labelled latent fetal environment
(LFE), is in part caused by maternal height and
AFA, and is in turn inversely related to SBP and
positively related to BW and CW.
These SEMs are not the ultimate solution to problems
inherent in testing developmental hypotheses using
observational data, though we do contend that our
analysis is a step in the right direction. The first
advantage of this analysis is that instead of testing the
hypothesis that BW and SBP are associated, we are
able to test a more specific hypothesis that attempts to
explain why birth-size and SBP are related.
Second, because fetal environment is complex6,25,26
and cannot be directly observed in any singular way,
modelling it as a latent variable with multiple causal
indicators seems more realistic that using BW as a
proxy measure. While numerous factors are hypothe-
sized to impact fetal environment in a manner that
leads to later disease, we used maternal height and
AFA in this analysis. This is primarily based on work
by Gluckman and Hanson,6 who have posited that
life-course markers of maternal nutrition, particularly
those related to maternal constraint of fetal growth
via skeletal size, act as the key predictors of the future
nutritional environment that signal the developing
fetus to alter physiology in a manner that promotes
survival in an energy poor environment at the
possible expense of later disease in an energy rich
environment. We used AFA because it is a known
determinant of BW in this sample27,28 and acts as a
maternal energy store that can be mobilized to
support fetal growth in late pregnancy.29,30
Another advantage is that we can include CW in
the SEM without invoking a growth interpretation,
because a one-unit change in LFE, holding CW
constant, does not imply that the individual grew
any more or less. However, the parameter estimates
from the SEMs we tested are only valid under the
assumption that they are properly specified. With
respect to the validity of the estimated relationship
between LFE and SBP, this means that all potential
confounders of that relationship are accounted for,
as well as any shared determinants of CW and SBP.
Thus, in an additional analysis, we also tested a SEM
that added measures of socio-economic status (SES)
as determinants of LFE, SBP and CW.
Participants and Methods
Participants
Data are from the Cebu Longitudinal Health
and Nutrition Survey (CLHNS). The CLHNS is a
community-based study of a one-year birth cohort
(1983–84) from Metro Cebu, the second largest
metropolitan area of Philippines. Using single-stage
cluster sampling, pregnant women in 33 randomly
selected communities were identified and invited
to participate in the study. More than 95% of these
women agreed to participate. A baseline survey was
conducted during their second or third trimester
(mean gestational week 30). The birth cohort
included 3080 non-twin, live births. Follow-up
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surveys were conducted immediately after birth,
bimonthly to age two, then in 1991, 1994, 1998,
2002 and 2005 (Table 1).
We use data from the baseline, birth and 2005
surveys. The participants were between the ages of
20 years and 22 years in 2005. We excluded pregnant
females and participants who were born preterm
(completed <37 weeks gestation), resulting in a
sample of 2653 individuals (1218 females and 1435
males). Preterm births were excluded because they
most likely experienced the modelled set of relation-
ships differently than the rest of the cohort. This
exclusion is consistent with other studies of the
developmental effects of SBP.1,31
While complete data were available for 1597 indi-
viduals, we used full information maximum like-
lihood (FIML)32 estimation as implemented in AMOS
6.0 (Chicago, IL, USA) to include those with incom-
plete data in the analysis. The FIML estimator is
consistent if the pattern of missing data are ‘missing
at random’ (MAR). MAR data occur when, given the
observed data, the mechanism resulting in missing
data does not depend on the unobserved data.
We know of no empirical test of the MAR assump-
tion, particularly for longitudinal cohorts where most
of the missing data is due to sample attrition.33
However, it is a less restrictive assumption than
that needed for the list-wise deleted samples used in
OLS regressions, which is that the data are ‘missing
completely at random’ (MCAR). Since previous
studies used list-wise or pair-wise deletion of cases
and hence are assuming MCAR, our MAR assumption
is less restrictive than previous analyses.
Measures
AFA was calculated from mid-upper arm circumfer-
ence and triceps skinfold thickness. Maternal height
was measured with a folding stadiometer. These
measurements were taken during home visits during
the baseline survey by trained field staff. Infants born
at home (62%) were weighed by trained birth
attendants with Salter hanging scales. The remainder,
born at hospitals or clinics, were weighed on clinical
scales. Gestational age was estimated from the
mother’s self-reported date of her last menstrual
period. For cases where this date was unknown,
when pregnancy complications occurred or when the
infant was born weighing <2.5 kg, gestational age
was clinically assessed using the Ballard method.34
Table 1 CLHNS sample characteristics (n¼ 2653)
Maternal variables Offspring variables
HT (cm) AFA (cm2) BW (kg) CW (kg) SBP (mmHg)a Baseline SES 2005 SES
Males
n 1435 1434 1409 886 885 1434 915
Mean 150.73 14.93 3.08 56.23 112.13 0.07 0.04
Var. 25.15 32.98 0.16 89.46 113.31 4.51 7.34
Range 136.10–169.20 3.75–55.47 1.58–4.8 36–110.2 85.33–175.33 2.03–8.03 4.15–13.33
Percentile
10th 144.2 9.01 2.55 46 100 1.77 2.90
25th 147.25 11.04 2.8 50 106 1.37 1.95
50th 150.55 13.66 3.06 55 110 0.70 0.41
75th 154 17.52 3.32 60 120 0.88 1.25
90th 157.15 22.24 3.62 69 126.67 3.16 4.00
Females
n 1218 1218 1200 737 737 1218 757
Mean 150.58 14.84 3.02 46.45 99.36 0.04 0.15
SD 25.02 33.23 0.16 67.09 104.95 4.31 6.94
Range 134.2–166.65 4.48–47.90 1.81–4.8 30–105 60.67–138 2.03–8.03 4.15–13.33
Percentile
10th 144.45 9.01 2.5 38 88.67 1.77 2.77
25th 147.3 11.05 2.72 41 91.33 1.39 1.86
50th 150.475 13.66 3 45 100 0.70 0.20
75th 153.75 17.52 3.26 50 105.33 0.81 1.46
90th 157 22.24 3.51 57 111.33 3.00 3.61
aMean of three observed SBP values.
AFA, arm fat area; BW, birth weight; CW, current weight; HT, height; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SES, socio-economic status.
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SBP was measured in triplicate after a 10-min seated
rest using a mercury sphygmomanometer. All three
measurements were taken within 5–10 min by the
same observer. CW was measured to the nearest kg
using a digital scale during in-home visits. SES was
derived from a principal components analysis (PCA)
of housing quality and assets indicators measured at
baseline and in 2005.35
Modelling and statistical methods
The base SEM is depicted in Figure 1. Ovals represent
latent variables and boxes represent measured
variables. Circles represent the latent error (e) and
disturbance (z) terms. Error terms reflect random
variation in measured variables, while disturbance
terms represent variation in a latent variable not
explained by other variables in the model. The
variables are related by single-headed arrows that
are hypothesized causal paths estimated by linear
regression coefficients, and double headed arrows that
are estimated covariances.
Latent maternal height and AFA were modelled as
determinants24,36,37 of a latent variable labelled fetal
environment. They are not modelled reflectively
(which is more common in SEM) because this is
inconsistent with our hypothesis. They represent dif-
ferent aspects of the life-course nutrition of the mother
hypothesized to impact fetal environment, not her diet
during pregnancy. They are allowed to covary in the
model. Because LFE is endogenous it has an associated
disturbance term, z1; thus LFE is not simply a linear
combination of maternal height and AFA.
SBP was modelled as a latent variable with three
measured effect indicators. Each measured indicator
has an associated error term unique to each measure
(e1–e3), while the underlying latent SBP variable also
has an associated disturbance term (z2).
AFA, height, BW and CW were modelled as single
indicator latent variables. The error variances for the
measured variables would not be identified if freely
estimated. These values are fixed a priori using
reliabilities (r) of 0.88, 0.95, 0.90 and 0.95, respec-
tively38,39 and calculated as (1  r) multiplied by the
observed variance of the measured variable within
gender. Latent BW and CW also have associated
disturbance terms (z3 and z4).
LFE was modelled as a determinant of both latent
BW and SBP. The disturbances for latent BW and
CW were modelled as covaried to represent shared
determinants exogenous to the model (e.g. genetics
and environment), and latent CW was modelled as a
determinant of latent SBP. Initial analyses indicated
that overall model fit would be substantially improved
by including a path from LFE to latent CW. The
inclusion of this path was the only deviation from our
original theoretical model.
LFE was scaled to maternal height by setting the
respective coefficient to one. Latent SBP was scaled to
Figure 1 Base SEM
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the first SBP measurement; and latent maternal
height, AFA, BW and CW were each scaled to their
respective indicators in the same manner. We used
empirical means (the non-singular information
matrix and alternate starting values) to verify the
model’s identification.24
Previous studies have inconsistently reported gender
differences in the estimated relationship between
BW and SBP.1,40 To test for gender differences, we
used a multi-group analysis that tested alternate
models (A–G), each of which constrained one key
path or covariance as equal for males and females
(noted in Figure 1), and then compared their model
fit to that of the base SEM for which every parameter
was freely estimated within gender. For each model
whose fit did not decline relative to the base SEM,
we concluded that the there was no gender difference
in the respective path tested, and these paths were all
constrained in a subsequent model. To account for
potential confounding by SES, we tested an additional
SEM that added 2005 SES as a determinant of SBP
and CW, and baseline SES as a determinant of LFE
and 2005 SES (Figure 2).
To place this analysis in the context of previous
studies, we used OLS regression (STATA 9.2; College
Station, TX, USA) to estimate the crude and adjusted
(for CW) relationship between BW and SBP (using
the average of the three available measures taken for
each individual) in a reduced sample with complete
data for all variables included in the full SEMs
(726 females and 874 males).
Where appropriate, parameter estimates and their
respective 95% confidence intervals (CI) are given as




Table 2 presents model fit indices for the base SEM,
models A–G, and the uncorrelated variable model
(which assumes that the variables are unrelated to
each other). Briefly, SEM parameters are estimated
in a manner that attempts to best reproduce the
observed variances and covariances of the model’s
measured variables. The model’s 2 tests the hypoth-
esis that the model implied variances and covari-
ances are equal to those of the observed data. This
hypothesis is not rejected for any of the models in
Table 2. Models A–G are nested forms of the base
model, which permits 2 difference tests of each
model to the base model by subtracting the 2 and
degrees of freedom (df) of the models. Based on these
2 tests, only model C has a worse fit than the
base SEM.
It is common practice to report multiple fit indices
when presenting SEM results, as the validity of
Figure 2 SEM with SES indicators added
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a given fit index can be situational and the relative
usefulness of the various indices is still debated
(e.g. references 42,43). In addition to the 2 test, we
report other commonly used fit indices (see reference
24 for their detailed descriptions). Root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA) values <0.05 indi-
cate close fit. P-close is the degree of confidence in
concluding that the true RMSEA is <0.05. Values for
the comparative fit index (CFI), incremental fit index
(IFI) and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) range from 0 to
1.00 (ideal fit). For the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC¼2  ½df  lnðnÞ), more negative values favour
the hypothesized model over the fully saturated one
(for which there is an estimated parameter directly
linking all observed variables to one another resulting
in 0 df). Model fit based on these indices is consistent
with the 2 test: all models have excellent fit and
model C is the only one that seems to differ from the
base SEM.
Based on these results we tested three additional
models (Table 3). Model H constrained every key
parameter as equal for males and females. Model I
constrained every key parameter as equal for males
and females with the exception of the path from LFE
to CW (the path constrained in model C). Fit for
model H was poor. Model I fit the data fairly well,
but not as well as the base SEM. However, it is
the most parsimonious model. Identifying the best
model is subjective; we have decided to report param-
eters estimated from the base SEM. However, it is
important to note that while the parameters from
this model are freely estimated for each gender, our
analyses suggest that, with the exception of the path
between LFE and CW, there is a great deal of
similarity in these estimates between genders.
For model J we added SES measures to the base
SEM. While model fit was poor, we also report its
parameter estimates so they can be directly compared
with those from the base SEM.
Key parameter estimates
Estimated paths, covariances and variances for the
base SEM are given in Table 4. Those from model J
are given in Table 5. Non-standardized path coeffi-
cients are interpreted as the unit change in the
dependant variable associated with a one-unit
increase in the predictor variable. Standardized coeffi-
cients represent the same relationship in units of
standard deviation. Non-standardized coefficients
should be used to compare estimates between the
males and females, while the standardized results can
be used to compare the relative size of estimated
effects within gender.
Base model
Because LFE is scaled to maternal height, its
metric is in centimetres. The path from LFE to SPB
was inverse (males: 0.430.260.10 mmHg/cm;
females: 0.290.180.07 mmHg/cm). The other path
Table 2 Model fit indices for the Base SEM and Models A through G using birth cohort data from the CLHNS (n¼ 2653)
2; df; P* RMSEA p-close CFI IFI TLI BIC
Base SEM 18.41; 20; 0.56 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 139.26
Model A LFE!SBPa 19.12; 21; 0.58 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 146.44
Model B LFE!BWa 18.61; 21; 0.61 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 146.95
Model C LFE!CWa 31.71; 21; 0.06 0.014 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.998 133.85
Model D CW!SBPa 18.59; 21; 0.61 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 146.97
Model E Z4$Z3a 19.04; 21; 0.58 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 146.52
Model F AFA!LFEa 19.92; 21; 0.53 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 145.64
Model G AFA$HTa 21.67; 21; 0.42 0.002 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 143.89
Uncorrelated variables model 11491.11; 56; 0.00 0.277 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 114249.64
*All P-values are two sided.
aPath constrained as equal for males and females.
Table 3 Model fit indices for models H, I, and J using birth cohort data from the CLHNS (n¼ 2653)
2; df; P* RMSEA p-close CFI IFI TLI BIC
Model Ha 45.02; 27; 0.02 0.016 1.000 0.999 0.998 0.997 167.83
Model Ib 31.92; 26; 0.20 0.009 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999 173.05
Model Jc 52.43; 38; 0.06 0.013 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.997 247.14
*All P-values are two sided.
aAll key paths constrained.
bAll key paths constrained except latent fetal environment!CW.
cSame as base SEM, but with SES controls added (see Figure 2).
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coefficients are also in line with our expectations.
LFE was a positive predictor of BW (males:
0.010 0.014 0.018 kg/cm; females: 0.009 0.013 0.017 kg/cm)
and CW (males: 0.46 0.57 0.69 kg/cm; females:
0.18 0.28 0.38 kg/cm). CW was a positive predictor
of SBP (males: 0.41 0.62 0.84 mmHg/kg; females:
0.51 0.68 0.85 mmHg/kg).
Model J
Model J is equivalent to the base SEM, but with the
previously described SES measures added. 2005 SES
was included as a determinant of SBP and CW, while
baseline SES was added as a determinant of LFE and
2005 SES. Parameter estimates present in both
models I and J were virtually identical (see Tables 4
and 5). Baseline SES was related to maternal height
(covariance: 1.17 1.74 2.31; correlation: 0.17) and
AFA (covariance: 0.31 0.39 0.47; correlation: 0.28),
was not a predictor of LFE in either gender (males:
0.530.01 0.51 cm/ses; females: 0.760.11 0.53 cm/ses),
but was a positive predictor of 2005 SES (males:
0.59 0.66 0.73 ses/ses; females: 0.54 0.62 0.70 ses/ses).
2005 SES was not a predictor of SBP in either
gender (males: 0.44 0.19 0.07 mmHg/ses; females:
0.370.110.16 mmHg/ses). 2005 SES was a positive
predictor of CW in males (0.50 0.72 0.95 kg/ses) but not
in females (0.29 0.06 0.16 kg/ses).
OLS regression
Using the list-wise deleted sample with complete
data (n¼ 1597), OLS regression estimates of the
unadjusted relationship between BW and SBP were
Table 4 Parameter estimates for the base model using birth cohort data from the CLHNS (n¼ 2653)
1218 females 1435 males
Estimatea Standardized Estimatea Standardized
Paths
a LFE!SBP (mmHg/cm)b 0.29 0.18 0.07 0.28 0.43 0.26 0.10 0.30
b LFE!BW (kg/cm) 0.009 0.013 0.017 0.54 0.010 0.014 0.018 0.44
c LFE!CW (kg/cm) 0.18 0.28 0.38 0.57 0.46 0.57 0.69 0.74
d CW!SBP (mmHg/kg) 0.51 0.68 0.85 0.53 0.41 0.62 0.84 0.48
f AFA!LFE (cm/cm2) 0.55 1.00 1.46 0.34 0.48 0.71 0.93 0.32
HT!LFE (cm/cm)c 1 0.30 1 0.41
SBP!SBP1 (mmHg/mmHg)c 1 0.99 1 0.99
SBP!SBP2 (mmHg/mmHg) 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.03 0.99
SBP!SBP3 (mmHg/mmHg) 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.99
Covariances
e z4$z3 0.72 0.15 0.42 0.07 1.02 0.48 0.06 0.23
g AFA$HT 4.03 5.68 7.33 0.22 2.13 3.63 5.13 0.14
Variances
AFA (cm2) 26.59 29.32 31.87 26.56 28.99 31.40
HT (cm) 21.77 23.75 25.74 22.05 23.89 25.73
z1 (LFE), (cm) 9.08 191.51 4.63 25.45 98.30 171.15
z2 (SBP), (mmHg) 74.59 84.77 94.96 84.99 95.26 105.52
z3 (CW), (kg) 27.87 43.09 58.32 15.40 38.69 62.00
z4 (BW) (kg) 0.08 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.14
e1 (SBP1), (mmHg) 1.63 1.97 2.31 2.26 2.62 2.98
e2 (SBP2), (mmHg) 2.50 2.91 3.32 2.25 2.62 2.99
e3 (SBP3), (mmHg) 1.51 1.84 2.17 1.59 1.92 2.24
e4 (CW), (kg)c 3.35 4.47
e5 (BW), (kg)c 0.016 0.016
e6 (HT), (cm)c 1.25 1.25
e7 (AFA), (cm2)c 3.97 3.97
aDisplayed with 95% confidence interval as LOWER LIMIT Estimate UPPER LIMIT.
bFetal environment is scaled to maternal height, thus its unit is in centimeters.
cValue set a priori.
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2.190.330.73 mmHg/kg for females and
2.530.73 1.06 mmHg/kg for males. Adjustment
for CW shifted these coefficients further from
null (females: 4.472.690.91 mmHg/kg; males:
3.922.200.47 mmHg/kg). These results are similar
in direction and magnitude to those commonly seen
in the literature.1,2,8,44 We also tested the same
regression model as a SEM, using FIML estimation
and the full sample with missing data; the results
were nearly identical.
Table 5 Parameter estimates for model J using birth cohort data from the CLHNS (n¼ 2653)
1218 females 1435 males
Estimatea Standardized Estimatea Standardized
Paths
a LFE!SBP (mmHg/cm)b 0.29 0.170.06 0.27 0.39 0.230.08 0.27
b LFE!BW (kg/cm) 0.009 0.013 0.017 0.55 0.010 0.014 0.018 0.46
c LFE!CW (kg/cm) 0.19 0.29 0.40 0.58 0.40 0.51 0.62 0.68
d CW!SBP (mmHg/kg) 0.51 0.68 0.86 0.53 0.41 0.61 0.80 0.53
f AFA!LFE (cm/cm2) 0.57 1.02 1.46 0.35 0.42 0.65 0.89 0.29
HT!LFE (cm/cm)c 1 0.31 1 0.40
SES83!LFE (cm/ses)d 1.01 0.30 0.41 0.02 0.52 0.03 0.46 0.001
SES83!SES05 (ses/ses)d 0.54 0.62 0.70 0.49 0.59 0.66 0.73 0.52
SES05!SBP (mmHg/ses)d 0.38 0.11 0.16 0.03 0.50 0.22 0.07 0.06
SES05!CW (kg/ses)d 0.28 0.06 0.16 0.02 0.49 0.71 0.94 0.21
SBP!SBP1 (mmHg/mmHg)c 1 0.99 1 0.99
SBP!SBP2 (mmHg/mmHg) 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.02 0.99
SBP!SBP3 (mmHg/mmHg) 0.97 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.02 0.99
Covariances
e z4$z3 0.79 0.18 0.42 0.09 1.06 0.47 0.11 0.22
SES$HT 1.27 1.86 2.45 0.18 1.25 1.81 2.37 0.18
AFA$SES 2.73 3.43 4.13 0.31 2.95 3.61 4.27 0.32
g AFA$HT 4.03 5.68 7.33 0.22 2.13 3.63 5.13 0.14
Variances
AFA (cm2) 26.79 29.23 31.67 26.57 28.99 31.40
HT (cm) 21.77 23.75 25.74 22.05 23.89 25.73
Baseline SESd 3.97 4.31 4.65 4.18 4.51 4.84
z1 (LFE), (cm) 7.69 190.63 373.58 20.59 106.22 191.85
z2 (SBP), (mmHg) 74.85 84.98 95.11 85.34 95.52 105.70
z3 (CW), (kg) 26.08 42.13 58.18 17.58 39.88 62.18
z4 (BW), (kg) 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.12 0.14
e1 (SBP1), (mmHg) 1.63 1.97 2.31 2.26 2.62 2.98
e2 (SBP2), (mmHg) 2.50 2.91 3.32 2.25 2.62 2.99
e3 (SBP3), (mmHg) 1.51 1.84 2.17 1.59 1.92 2.24
e4 (CW), (kg)c 3.35 4.47
e5 (BW), (kg)c 0.016 0.016
e6 (HT), (cm)c 1.25 1.25
e7 (AFA), (cm2)c 3.97 3.97
e8 (2005 SES)d 4.82 5.36 5.90 4.84 5.33 5.82
aDisplayed with 95% confidence interval as LOWER LIMIT Estimate UPPER LIMIT.
bFetal environment is scaled to maternal height, thus its unit is in centimetres.
cValue set a priori.
dSES units derived from principle components analysis.
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Discussion
We sought to explain the observed variances and
covariances of a subset of maternal and offspring
variables collected for the CLHNS. These variables
were maternal height and AFA, and offspring BW,
CW and SBP. To explain how these variables are
related, we used SEM to impose a hypothetical struc-
ture on their relationships. Our hypothesis is based
on the DOHaD paradigm, which generally posits that
the fetal environment can have long-term effects
on disease risk. Specifically, we hypothesized that
maternal height and AFA were determinants of an
unobserved latent variable that was directly related to
offspring BW and CW, and inversely related to
offspring SBP. The results from our analysis failed
to reject this hypothesis. While better fitting models
can and often do exist,45 overall model fit was excel-
lent, indicating that our theoretical model adequately
explained the observed relationships among the
model’s observed variables. Based on the similarity
between our reported OLS regression results and
those commonly seen in the literature, we conclude
that these results are not likely due to sample
idiosyncrasies. However, the disturbance variances
for SBP in both males and females (95.26 and
84.77 mmHg, respectively) are still fairly large, indi-
cating that a large proportion of the observed variance
in SBP is still left unexplained by the model.
Additionally, we utilized a multi-group analysis to
test for differences in parameter estimates by gender,
finding that males and females similarly experienced
most key relationships with the exception of that
of LFE and CW, which was stronger in the males.
A model which also included measures of SES to
control potential confounding had poor fit relative to
the base model, and did not result in any substantial
changes in the estimated parameters. Lastly, only
trivial differences in model fit and parameter esti-
mates were found in unreported sensitivity analyses
that used a range of different a priori error variances
for BW, CW, maternal height and AFA; that excluded
potential outliers; that used more normal transforma-
tions of CW and AFA; that controlled the gestational
week of maternal measurement and the age of the
offspring; and that used a list-wise deleted sample
with no missing data.
However, regardless of how well the model fit the
data, or how robust it was to the sensitivity analyses,
the crux of this analysis is interpreting the variable
labelled LFE. We have labelled the variable as such
because it is in line with our hypothesis, but we must
consider the possibility that this latent variable is not
what we think it is. The most likely alternative
interpretation is that the LFE variable represents
aspects of SES that we could reasonably expect to
be associated with ‘healthier’ outcomes like lower
blood pressure and larger birth-size. This is partly our
rationale for testing the model that included SES
measures, though we cannot exclude the possibility
that our SES measures are inadequate. However, the
prevalence of hypertension (4140 mmHg SBP) is only
6% in this sample and it is unlikely that individuals in
this sample are modifying their behaviours due to
a perceived health problem; no individual in this
study is being treated for hypertension. Furthermore,
western, atherogenic diets tend to be associated with
affluence in this context and thus SES seems more
likely to be positively associated with hypertension in
this sample. These points are consistent with our
analysis and make an SES interpretation seem less
appropriate.
In the introduction we noted three reasons why OLS
regression coefficients estimating the ‘effect’ of birth-
size on SBP shift inversely away from the null once
current-size is controlled. We now return to these
three points in the context of the tested SEM. First,
because we have included an indirect path between
SBP, via CW, we have appropriately controlled the
potentially suppressive path that could otherwise
obscure any inverse relationship between LFE and
SBP (reason 1). Second, because a one-unit change in
LFE, holding CW constant, does not imply that the
individual grew any more or less, the path from LFE
to SBP is free of any growth interpretation (reason 2).
However, the SEM is limited in that if CW is a
mediator of the relationship between LFE and SBP,
and it shares unmeasured determinants with SBP
then bias can still occur. As with any statistical
model, the estimates given by this SEM are only
unbiased to the degree that the model is properly
specified (reason 3). Most researchers understand
that the estimated effect of LFE on SBP will be biased
if they share a confounder that is not controlled. Less
well understood is that the estimated relationship
between LFE and SBP can also be biased if there is
an unaccounted for confounder between SBP and
CW.21,22 To account for this possibility, we tested an
SEM that included baseline SES as a confounder
of the LFE–SBP relationship and 2005 SES as a con-
founder of the CW–SBP relationship. As noted
above, this did not result in any change to the
parameters of interest, though it is of course
impossible to empirically disprove the presence of
residual confounding.
While the tested SEM is a step in the right direction,
there are several important improvements we intend
to implement in subsequent analyses. Treating the
SES variables derived from PCA as measured variables
is not ideal. However, SEM is particularly well suited
to account for latent constructs such as SES46—which
we intend to treat more appropriately in future
models. We will also decompose weight into multiple
dimensions of body size such as adiposity and height,
and use latent growth curves47 to account for the
potential effects of postnatal growth. Lastly, future
analyses will include multiple hypothesized dimen-
sions of fetal environment, including maternal diet,
age and parity. We look forward to hearing ideas from
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other researchers in this field on how to further
improve this analysis.
While the DOHaD paradigm has rapidly grown, both
in terms of its scope and acceptance among public
health researchers and practitioners, epidemiological
methods to test developmental hypotheses have not
kept pace. While elegant studies of animals have
suggested biological mechanisms that may explain
relationships between fetal environment and health,
observational studies in humans are still overly
focused on birth-size ‘effects’. While we are limited
by the observational nature of our data, we are not
maximizing its potential to test developmental hypo-
theses. Through the use of prospective birth cohort
studies with detailed data on the mother and off-
spring, and statistical methods such as SEM [recently
highlighted as a useful method in epidemiology and
life-course research (e.g. references 22,48,49–53)],
we strongly believe that DOHaD researchers will be
able to meet this challenge.
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